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Description
The inheritance of permissions between groups seems to be completely broken in trunk (r33152).

For example, when Registered includes the permissions of Anonymous, granting tiki_p_admin_wiki to Anonymous should allow Registered to admin wiki pages, but that doesn't work. The same thing happens with tiki_p_view and tiki_p_read_comments.

This was discussed in thread http://thread.gmane.org/gmane.comp.cms.tiki.devel/20101

This is a regression from r32118.

Solution
This was fixed by Michael Risch in r33264.

Importance
8

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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fixed it with 33264 in tikilib.php - function get_user_groups

$ret = array_merge($ret, $userlib->get_included_groups($res%22groupName%22));

+$ret = array_merge($ret, $userlib->get_included_groups($res));

No idea why I can't edit the tracker to show it closed.
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